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Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 3. In this paper we show
 . 3 4 .that there are finitely many GL 4, k -orbits in the quotient of the module S k
 3 < 1 4 .4of all cubic forms by the submodule x x g S k of cubes of linear forms.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In 1987, Chen Zhijie studied a particular irreducible 16-dimensional
 .module V for the general linear group GL 4, k over an algebraically
closed field k of characteristic 3. Chen's interest in this module stemmed
from the analysis of prehomogeneous vector spaces in prime characteristic.
These are representations which have a dense orbit in the underlying
 .vector space considered as an affine variety . Such representations were
w xstudied extensively in characteristic 0 in SK . Chen showed that V is a
 .prehomogeneous vector space for GL 4, k which has a relative invariant
 w x.cf. Z of degree 8. The set of vectors at which this invariant takes a
nonzero value is the dense orbit. Having a dense orbit in V is a necessary
condition for a linear algebraic group over an algebraically closed field
  ..such as GL 4, k to have finitely many orbits in V.
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 . 3 4.Put G s GL 4, k . The 20-dimensional kG-module S k of all homo-
geneous polynomials of degree 3 on k 4 has a 4-dimensional submodule
consisting of all cubes of linear forms on k 4. Modding out this submodule
leads to the 16-dimensional irreducible kG-module V studied by Chen
3 4.  3 < 1 4.4Zhijie. Thus V s S k r x x g S k .
w xIn Z , Chen Zhijie produced eight G-orbits of nonzero vectors in V
 .one of which is dense and conjectured that there are no others. In this
 .paper we find two more of dimensions 12 and 14 and show that these
are all.
 41.1. THEOREM. There are exactly 10 G-orbits of ¨ectors in V R 0 .
Representati¨ e ¨ectors for these orbits are listed in Table I.
Our proof uses Chen's techniques, but has three additional features.
First, we use comparison with the finite field case so as to conclude that
there are no further orbits of dimension 14. This part of the proof,
including a full description of orbits in the case where k is finite, is given
in Section 6. Second, we deploy Lie algebras to find the vector stabilizers
in an efficient way. Third, and perhaps most crucial, we use computer
algebra to automate the computations involved. In particular, the com-
puter computations of the image of a given vector under a given group
element, of the dimension of the space of images of a vector under the
algebra of all 4 = 4 matrices over k, and of the full stabilizer of a given
vector have been of great use. We have double checked these computa-
tions, by having one author perform the calculations in Maple, and the
 .other independently in Mathematica. One purpose of these computations
is to find an algorithm for transforming any vector in an orbit of dimension
13 or less into its representative in Table I. This part of the proof is given
in Section 5.
In a lecture at the AMSrLMS meeting in July 1992, Martin Liebeck
mentioned the above G-module V as one of the open cases in a prospec-
tive classification of irreducible modules for almost simple algebraic groups
over an algebraically closed field of positive characteristic for which there
are a finite number of orbits on points. This classification problem extends
 w x.work of Kac, Popov, and Vinberg in characteristic 0 cf. KPV to arbitrary
characteristic. We are grateful to R. Guralnick for showing us a prelimi-
w xnary version of the preprint GLMS and for help with other parts of the
paper, particularly Section 6. Apart from the examples that also arise in
characteristic 0, a short list of examples typical for certain positive charac-
w x   . 3 4.  3 <teristics appears in GLMS . The above pair GL 4, k , S k r x x g
1 4.4. w xS k is among them. For most examples, GLMS contains a proof that
the groups indeed have finitely many orbits in these modules, but for our
particular example, it refers to the present paper for a proof. The search
may be put in the wider context of finding all pairs of subgroups in almost
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simple algebraic groups over algebraically closed fields for which there are
 .only finitely many double cosets. For our case in GL 16, k there are
 .finitely many double cosets over the subgroups GL 4, k and the stabilizer
of a point in the 16-dimensional vector space. This is an example where
one subgroup is parabolic and the other subgroup is not contained in a
parabolic and so acts irreducibly.
To finish this introduction, we would like to note that the relative
invariant of degree 8 does not seem to be as exceptional as one might
think. For, if l is a field of arbitrary characteristic distinct from 2, there
still is a nonzero relative invariant of degree 8 on the 20-dimensional
3 4.  w x.irreducible module S l , as has been noted by Salmon cf. S and
 w x.verified by a straightforward computation using LiE cf. LiE . Since the
projective space of the module can be viewed as the variety of all cubic
surfaces in projective space, we would be interested in an explanation for
the existence of the relative invariant in this context.
2. BASIC TOOLS
 4.Set g s gl k , the Lie algebra of all endomorphisms of the vector space
k 4. We shall use its basis E for i, j s 1, . . . , 4, where E stands for thei j i j
matrix with 1 at entry i, j and 0 elsewhere.
1 4.For simplicity of computations, we choose a basis x, y, z, t of S k and
1 4.let g act on S k by the usual matrix action on column vectors from the
left. Thus, for instance,
ad E ax q by q cz q dt s bx. .  .12
3 4.This then determines the action of g on S k and hence the action on V.
For example,
2 2 2ad E x x q y s 2 x x q y s 2 x y g V . .  .  .12
As a basis for V, we shall use the 16 monomials in x, y, z, t which are
not cubes. Let us denote by X the l th monomial in the second row ofl
the array shown in Fig. 1. The action of g on V can now be explicitly given
in terms of the following matrix A , where f g V is written asf
16
f s a X . i i
is1
Here A is the 16 = 16 matrix whose ijth row consists of the coefficientsf
of E f written out on the basis of V just given. In Fig. 1, the rowi j
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FIG. 1
beginning with E represents the ijth row of A , that is, the vectori j f
 .b such that E f s  b X . For f g V, we write g to denotel 1F l F16 i j l l l f
 .the Lie subalgebra of g consisting of all X g g with ad X f s 0.
A major tool for discriminating orbits is the following family of varieties
 4V :i 0 F iF15
< <V s f g V dim g G 16 y i s f g V dim im g F i 4  4i f f
<s f g V all i q 1 = i q 1 minors of A are zero 4f
<s f g V rk A F i . 4 .f
 .If f and f 9 are equivalent by an element y in G, then g s ad y g andf 9 f
so the dimensions of g and g are the same. Hence all forms equivalentf 9 f
to a given f are in the same V . Suppose G is the stabilizer in G of a formi f
 .  .f and L G is its Lie algebra in g. Then L G is a Lie subalgebra of g .f f f
This shows that the dimension of G is at most the dimension of g .f f
Therefore, the dimension of the orbit Gf of f is at least i if f is in V .i
2.1. Forms
Representatives of the forms are listed in Table I. The number j s
16 y dim g in the third column is the minimal number j for which f g V .f j
The dimension of the orbit has been determined by finding the connected
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TABLE I
 4G-Orbits in V _ 0
No. Representative f 16-dim g dim Gff
1 xyz q yzt q ztx q txy 15 16
2 2 22 x y q z t q t y 14 15
2 2 2 23 x y q x z q xz q y z q xzt 14 14
2 2 24 x y q z t q t x 13 13
2 25 x y q z t 12 12
26 x y q yzt 12 12
27 x t q xyz 11 11
8 xyz 10 10
2 29 x y q z x 8 9
210 x y 6 6
component of the stabilizer G ; cf. Section 3.2. For i s 1, . . . , 10, we shallf
refer to the form in row i by f . All but those listed in rows 3 and 6 werei
w xfound by Chen Z .
2.2. Chen Zhijie’s Results
w xWe note that, although, in Z , Chen uses a slightly different model for
the G-module, his module is readily seen to be isomorphic to ours. Chen
 .proves the following translated into our setting :
2 2 2  4V s G x y q z x j G x y j 0 , .  .9
V s V ,15
V _ V s Gf ,15 14 1
Thus, in order to prove Theorem 1.1, it will suffice to establish that there
are no further G-orbits in V than those listed in Table I, and that13
V _ V is Gf j Gf . We shall however give a fully self-contained proof14 13 2 3
of Theorem 1.1.
3. STABILIZERS
In this section, we list the Lie algebra stabilizers g of the forms f , inf i i
Table I, as well as the group stabilizers G of some of them.f i
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3.1. Lie Algebra Stabilizers
The Lie algebra stabilizers of the forms from Table I can easily be
 .computed by solving the linear equation ad X f s 0 for X g g. They are
explicitly given below as linear subspaces of g.
g s k ? I , abelian1 4
¡ ¦s 0 0 0
0 s 2 p 0~ ¥g s p , s g k , abelian.2 0 0 s p 0¢ §0 0 0 s
¡ ¦s p 0 0
0 s 0 p~ ¥g s p , s g k , abelian.3
0 0 s 0 0¢ §0 0 0 s
¡ ¦s u 2 p 0
0 s 0 0~ ¥g s u , p , s g k , abelian.4 0 0 s p 0¢ §0 0 0 s
¡ ¦¨ u 0 0
0 ¨ 0 0~ ¥g s u , ¨ , p , s g k , abelian.5 0 0 s p 0¢ §0 0 0 s
¡ ¦2 s q 2 p 0 u ¨
0 2 s q 2 p 0 0~ ¥g s ¨ , p , u , s g k .6 ¨ 0 p 0 0¢ §u 0 0 s
w xThe commutator subalgebra g , g is perfect of dimension 3. The radical6 6
of g equals its center and is k ? I .6 4
¡ ¦2¨ q 2u 2 p 2 s a
0 ¨ 0 s~ ¥g s a, s, u , p , ¨ g k .7 0 0 u p 0¢ §0 0 0 2¨ q 2u
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w xThis Lie algebra is solvable. g , g has dimension 2. Its center is 2-7 7
dimensional; its nilpotent radical is 4-dimensional.
¡ ¦u 0 0 a
0 ¨ 0 b~ ¥g s a, s, p , ¨ , b , u g k .8 0 0 2u q 2¨ p 0¢ §0 0 0 s
w xThe commutator subalgebra g , g is abelian of dimension 3 and so g is8 8 8
solvable. Its center is kI . Its nilpotent radical is 4-dimensional.4
¡ ¦¨ u d a
0 ¨ c b~ ¥g s p , a, s, b , c, ¨ , d , u g k9 2c d ¨ p 0¢ §0 0 0 s
This Lie algebra is solvable. Its nilpotent radical is 4-dimensional. Its
center is kI .4
¡ ¦¨ u d a
0 ¨ c b~ ¥g s a, b , c, d , e, f , s, p , u , ¨ g k .10 0 0 e p 0¢ §0 0 f s
The solvable radical of this Lie algebra is 7-dimensional. There is a
3-dimensional Levi subalgebra. The center is kI .4
3.2. Group Stabilizers
We will only need to know the stabilizers in G of f , f , and f in this1 2 3
w xpaper. However, neither f nor its stabilizer is to be found in Z , and since6
w xZ does not give the full stabilizer of f , we present these two as well.4
The computation of such a group stabilizer is a less straightforward
matter than the computation of the Lie algebra stabilizer. Our methods
are somewhat ad hoc, but have in common the fact that they use the Lie
algebra in two ways: both for finding linear transformations fixing the form
f by exponentiating nilpotent elements of the Lie algebra stabilizer and
for finding G -invariant linear subspaces of k 4. We use computer algebraf
packages such as Mathematica and Maple to check in each case that
 .certain matrices in GL 4, d preserve the form. Knowing the dimension of
g from Table I gives a bound for the dimension of the stabilizer. If this isf
attained by a subgroup it contains at least the connected component of the
full stabilizer and group arguments involving the normalizer can be used.
If not, we use the packages to show there are no further elements fixing
the form.
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 w x.The stabilizer of f is as in Z a finite group isomorphic to S . It1 5
consists of all 4 = 4 permutation matrices together with all products PSQ,
where P and Q are permutation matrices and S is the matrix
y1 y1 y1 y1
1 0 0 0 .
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
This is the 4-dimensional constituent of the natural representation of S5
 4on 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 by taking, for example, the differences of 1 with the
remaining integers.
 w x.The stabilizer of f is as indicated in Z2
y2¡ ¦"s 0 0 0
40 s 0 0~ ¥s g k* .
0 0 s 0 0¢ §y20 0 0 s
The stabilizer of f is3
y52 u 0 0 u y u1 s 0 ys
y20 u 0 00 1 0 s , s g k , u g k* .
4 y5 40 0 1 0 0 0 u u y u 0  0 <y50 0 0 1 0 0 0 u
The stabilizer of f is4
4 3 2 2¡ ¦a s yua u a
80 1ra 0 0~ ¥a g k*, s, u g k .3 20 yu ra a u 02¢ §0 0 0 1ra
The stabilizer of f is6
1 0 p 01 0 0 s
0 1 0 00 1 0 0 , ,2 0 0 1 0s 0 1 ys 0  020 0 0 1 p 0 yp 1
u 0 0 0
y20 u 0 0
s, p g k , u , ¨ g k* .20 0 u ¨ 0 < 0y10 0 0 ¨
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It is straightforward to check that this group fixes f . It has dimension 4,6
which is the same as that of its Lie algebra. By considering the action on
 .the first, third, and fourth coordinates, it is immediate that this is GL 2, k
acting faithfully and irreducibly on the homogeneous degree two polyno-
mials in the two coordinates. It must then be the connected component of
 .the identity. But this action is self-normalizing in GL 3, k and because it
is a direct sum of a 1-dimensional constituent and this constituent, the
 .action is the full normalizer in GL 4, k . This establishes it as the full
stabilizer of f .6
Note that the forms listed are all distinct. Indeed the dimensions of the
Lie algebras are distinct except for the two of dimension 12 and the two of
dimension 14. Those of dimension 14, f and f , correspond to orbit2 3
dimensions 15 and 14 and so are distinct. The Lie algebras for f and f5 6
are not isomorphic. Indeed g is abelian but g is not. The forms f and5 6 2
f can also be distinguished because the tori have different eigenvalues.3
Alternatively, exponentiating a nilpotent element in the Lie algebra for f3
fixes the form but for f does not fix the form.2
4. THE THREE VARIABLES CASE
Let us first look at the 3-dimensional case. Denote by U the subspace of
V spanned by the monomials that do not have z in them, that is,
U s kX [ kX [ kX [ kX [ kX [ kX [ kX .1 3 4 6 10 11 14
 3.The stabilizer G in G of U induces the full GL k onU
3 3 3 1 3U s S k r x x g S k . .  . 4
4.1. PROPOSITION. The orbits of G in U are shown in Table II.U
 w x.Proof. Use cf. K : The form represents a cubic curve modulo ``cubes.''
First bring the form in Weierstrass normal form and then look at it
modulo cubes. A direct proof is given in the Appendix.
TABLE II
3 .  4GL k -Orbits in U _ 0
Representative f 16-dim g Orbit dimf
xyt 10 10
2 2x y q t x 8 9
2x y 6 6
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5. DETERMINATION OF V13
In this section we show that any nonzero form in V is equivalent under13
 .the action of G s GL 4, k to one of the forms, f , in Table I withi
4 F i F 10. We do this in a series of lemmas which themselves provide an
algorithm for transforming an arbitrary form in V into the appropriate f .13 i
Suppose f is an arbitrary form in V. Then
f s a x 2 y q a x 2 z q a x 2 t q a y2 x q a y2 z q a y2 t q a z 2 x q a z 2 y1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
q a z 2 t q a t 2 x q a t 2 y q a t 2 z q a xyz q a xyt q a xzt9 10 11 12 13 14 15
q a yzt .16
Our goal is to study the orbits under G of f. To this end, we may and
.frequently shall freely replace f by its image under an element g g G.
5.1. LEMMA. Each nonzero form is equi¨ alent to a form as in Case 1 or
Case 2:
Case 1. a s 1; a s a s a s a s a s 0; a s a s 0, so f s1 2 3 4 6 11 7 10
x 2 yqa y2 zqa z 2 yqa z 2 tqa t 2 zqa xyzqa xytqa xztqa yzt.5 8 9 12 13 14 15 16
Case 2. a s1; a sa sa sa sa s0; a / 0, so fsx 2 y q1 2 3 4 6 11 7
a y2 zqa z 2 xqa z 2 yqa z 2 tqa t 2 xqa t 2 zqa xyzqa xytqa xzt5 7 8 9 10 12 13 14 15
qa yzt.16
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that a term not
involving z is nonzero. We may then use Proposition 4.1 on the variables
x, y, and t so that the terms in the form f involving only these add up to
x 2 y, x 2 y q xt 2, or xyt. If it is xyt replace t by t q x to get x 2 y q xyt. This
means we can assume
a / 0, a s a s a s a s 0.1 3 4 6 11
Several times during the paper we will transform by a diagonal matrix in
G which amounts to transforming x, y, z, and t by various scalars. We
refer to this as scaling. In doing so, we will always without reference be
sure that the coefficients which have been fixed are not changed. Now
  y1 ..scale to get a s 1 e.g., use the diagonal matrix diag 1, a , 1, 1 .1 1
In the sequel we will denote transformations under G by indicating the
replacements to be performed. In particular, the substitution of y by
 4y y a z will be given by y ¬ y y a z . Do this substitution to obtain a2 2
new form in which a s 0 as well. The terms which were assumed to be 02
are still 0; the coefficients a , a , a , and a may have changed; the8 7 15 9
remaining terms have not.
If we are not yet in Case 1 or Case 2, we must have a s 1, a / 0, and1 10
a s a s a s a s a s a s 0. Now scale to get a s a s 1 e.g., by2 3 4 6 7 11 1 10
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 y1r2 .  4t ¬ a t . Next apply t ¬ t y g z to obtain a new form in which the10
terms that were assumed to be zero remain zero, except for xz2, whose
coefficient becomes g 2 y g a . Choose g so that this is not 0 and the form15
is as in Case 2.
A form f is in V if all 14 = 14 submatrices of A have determinant 0.13 f
If some 13 = 13 submatrix is nonsingular, then f is not in V . The12
method will be to take a form as described above and find suitable 14 = 14
submatrices for which the determinant 0 condition forces conditions on
the coefficients.
 4For subsets J, K of 1, . . . , 16 of the same size, we denote by
 .minor A, J, K the determinant of the submatrix of a square matrix A
obtained by excluding the rows J and columns K. For example, the
submatrix excluding rows 2, 3 and columns 5, 6 would have a determinant
denoted by
 4  4minor A , 2, 3 , 5, 6 . .
  4  4.If f is in V , then minor A , 2, 3 , 5, 6 s 0. It is this kind of equation13 f
that we shall use throughout to find restrictions on the coefficients a .i
We shall divide the work according to the two cases found in
Lemma 5.1.
Case 1. We take a form as described above in Case 1. We have
a s a s a s a s a s a s a s 0. We wish to show a s 0 and so2 3 4 6 11 7 10 15
 .assume it is not. However, in order to do part of Case 2 lemma 5.11 we
also must release a and a , meaning that they are not necessarily 0.11 6
5.2. LEMMA. If f satisfies
a s a s a s a s a s 0 and a a / 0,2 3 4 7 10 1 15
then Gf contains a form f 9 s 16 aX X withis1 i i
aX s aX s aX s aX s aX s aX s aX s aX s aX s 0 and2 3 4 7 9 10 12 13 14
aX s aX s 1.1 15
 y1Proof. We can scale z i.e., multiply z by the scalar a , fixing the15
. Xremaining variables , so that the resulting coefficient a is 1. The coeffi-15
cient aX of x 2 y remains 1. We assume then that a s 1.1 15
 4Perform the substitution x ¬ x y a t y a z to get a form in which12 9
a s a s 0. No new terms appear and a and a are still 1.12 9 1 15
Finally, do the transformation t ¬ t y a y, x ¬ x y a a y, z ¬ z y13 13 14
4a y . This sets a s a s 0, adds no new terms, and keeps the nonzero14 13 14
terms as they were. When we transform in this way, we have always
checked that the transformation is invertible.
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5.3. LEMMA. Let f g V be as f 9 in the pre¨ious lemma and assume13
a a / 0. Then Gf contains f .11 6 4
Proof. Set a equal to 1 by scaling z ¬ za3r2, x ¬ xra1r2, y ¬ ya ,11 11 11 11
 y1 y1 4t ¬ tra . Also, by scaling y ¬ a y, z ¬ a z and multiplying by a we11 6 6 6
can assume a s 1 as well.6
  4  4. 2   4Now minor A , 2, 6 , 5, 6 s 0 gives a s a and minor A , 2, 6 ,f 8 5 f
 4. 25, 8 s 0 gives a q a a q 1 s 0. In particular, a / 0. Now factor5 5 16 5
  4  4.minor A , 3, 6 , 5, 6 s 0 to get a s a . The previous equation forf 5 16
  4  4. 2minor A , 2, 6 , 5, 8 gives a s 1 and so a s "1. If a s y1, thef 16 16 16
 4transformation x ¬ yx, z ª yz leads to
t 2 y q x 2 y q ty2 q txz q tyz q y2 z q yz 2 ,
which is the case a s 1. Thus, we may assume a s 1. But now the16 16
transformation x ¬ y, y ¬ y q t, z ¬ yx y y q z q t, t ¬ yx y y y
4z q t gives the form f .4
A word is in order here about how such transformations are found. For
a given form f , its Lie algebra stabilizer g can be found as described inf
Section 3.1. The Lie algebra for the form above consists of a 3-dimensional
commutative Lie algebra of linear transformations each of which has a
unique eigenvector. The same is true of the Lie algebra of the form f in4
Table I. The transformation above is found by producing an element of G
which under conjugation transforms one Lie algebra into the other.
5.4. LEMMA. Let f g V be as f 9 in Lemma 5.2 and assume a / 0,13 11
a s 0. Then Gf contains f .6 5
Proof. As in the first paragraph of the proof of the previous lemma, we
  4  4.can set a s 1. Now minor A , 2, 6 , 5, 6 s 0 gives a s 0. Next,11 f 5
  4  4. 2minor A , 4, 6 , 5, 8 s 0 gives a s 0 or a s ya .f 8 8 16
  4  4.Here minor A , 4, 11 , 6, 16 s 0 gives a s 0 or a s 0 and so a sf 8 16 8
  4  4.0. Now minor A , 3, 6 , 5, 8 s 0 gives a s 0. Thus, the form isf 16
x 2 y q t 2 y q txz.
Finally, transform this form according to x ¬ x q z, y ¬ y q t, z ¬ t y y,
2 24t ¬ x y z . This gives x y q z t, that is, f .5
We may now assume that a s 0. We are still assuming as well that11
a s a s 1 and a s a s a s a s a s a s a s 0.1 15 2 3 4 7 9 10 12
5.5. LEMMA. Suppose that f g V is as f 9 in Lemma 5.2. If a s 0,13 11
then f is equi¨ alent to f , f , or f .5 6 7
  4  4.   4Proof. The equations minor A , 2, 6 , 5, 8 s 0 and minor A , 2, 6 ,f f
 4.   46, 11 s 0 give a s 0 and a s 0, respectively. But minor A , 4, 6 ,6 5 f
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 4.6, 11 s 0 gives a a s 0, so at least one of a , a must be 0. The form8 16 8 16
is now
x 2 y q txz q a yz 2 q a tyz .8 16
 y1r2 1r24 2 2If a / 0, scale by z ¬ za , t ¬ ta to get x y q txz q yz ; after8 8 8
interchanging t and z this gives x 2 y q t 2 y q txz, which was shown to be
equivalent to f in the proof of Lemma 5.4.5
If a / 0 scale x and t by a to get a s 1 and the form is a multiple16 16 16
2 2 .  .of x y q txz q tyz, which modulo cubics is x y q x q tz y q x , equiva-
lent to x 2 y q tyz. This is f .6
Finally, if both a and a are 0, the form is x 2 y q txz, which becomes8 16
equal to f by interchanging y and t.7
These lemmas show that any form which satisfies the conditions of
Lemma 5.2 is listed in Table I. We can go back to the beginning of Case 1
and assume a s 0. We assume that a and a are 0 as our only15 6 11
requirement in Case 2 will be in the case a / 0.15
5.6. LEMMA. Assume f is a form satisfying a s 1 and a s a s a s1 2 3 4
a s a s a s a s a s 0. Then f is equi¨ alent to a form f 9 with aX s 16 7 10 11 15 1
and aX s aX s aX s aX s aX s aX s aX s aX s aX s 0.2 3 4 6 7 10 13 14 15
 4Proof. Apply x ¬ x q a z q a t to get a s a s 0. Notice that13 14 13 14
a , which had been 0, may now be nonzero.11
5.7. LEMMA. Assume f g V is as in f 9 in Lemma 5.6. If a / 0, then f13 12
is equi¨ alent to f or f .4 5
 4Proof. Set a s 1 and then t ¬ t q a z gives a s 0. Now12 9 9
  4  4.   4  4.minor A , 15, 16 , 6, 11 s 0 gives a s 0. Again minor A , 4, 16 , 7, 9f 8 f
2  2 2 4 . 2s 0 gives a a q a a q a s 0. This means that a s a or a s 0.16 5 5 16 16 5 16 16
 4Suppose first that a s 0. Then z ¬ z y a y gives a s 0 and the16 11 11
form is x 2 y q t 2 z q a y2 z. If a / 0, this can be scaled to a s 1. This,5 5 5
however, has rank 14 and so is not in V . It is easily seen to be equivalent13
 .to f by the cyclic permutation x, z, y, t . Otherwise, a s 0 and the form2 5
is x 2 y q t 2 z, which is f after interchanging t and z.5
We can then assume a / 0 and a s a2 . The form is now16 5 16
x 2 y q t 2 z q a tyz q a t 2 y q a2 y2 z .16 11 16
y1 4  4Scale by x ¬ a x, y ¬ a y to get a s 1. Now apply t ¬ t q y to’ 16 16 16
get the form x 2 y q t 2 z q a t 2 y y a ty2. If a s 0, the form is x 2 y q t 2 z,11 11 11
which has rank 12 and is equivalent to f after interchanging t and z. If5
2 2 2 2 4not, scale by x ¬ a x, z ¬ a z, t ¬ yt to get x y q t z q t y q ty .’ 11 11
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 4  4Now apply z ¬ z y y and then again x ¬ z, z ¬ y, y ¬ t, t ¬ x
to get f .4
5.8. LEMMA. Assume f g V is as f 9 in Lemma 5.6. If a s 0 and13 12
a / 0, then f is equi¨ alent to f or to f .9 4 5
  4  4.Proof. First, minor A , 6, 12 , 5, 6 s 0 gives a s 0.f 11
  4  4.Scale to make a s 1. The equation minor A , 2, 16 , 10, 11 s 0 gives9 f
 4a s 0. Now t ¬ t y a y gives a s 0. If a s 0, this is f . If not, scale16 8 8 5 5
to get a s 1. This is f after interchanging x with z and t with y.5 4
To finish Case 1, it remains to consider f as f 9 in Lemma 5.6 with
a s a s 0.9 12
5.9. LEMMA. Assume f is as f 9 in Lemma 5.6. If a s 0 and a s 0,12 9
then f is equi¨ alent to f , f , f , f , or f .6 7 8 9 10
 4Proof. First, assume a / 0. The substitution t ¬ t q a zra gives11 16 11
a s 0. Scale to get a s 1.16 11
If a s a s 0, then f is a form in three variables, and hence is known5 8
by Proposition 4.1 to be equivalent to f , f , or f .8 9 10
If both a and a are nonzero, scale by5 8
y ¬ a1r3ay2r3 y , z ¬ a1r3ay2r3z , x ¬ ay1r6a1r3 x , t ¬ ay1r6a1r3 t 48 5 5 8 8 5 8 5
 2 2 2 .  4to get y x q t q yz q z . Now apply z ¬ z q y to get the form
2 2 2   2 t y q x y q yz which has rank 12. It can be factored as y x q z q
. .. it z y it , where i is the square root of y1. The transformation z ¬
4  2 .z q it, t ¬ z y it then yields y x q tz , the form f on the list.6
 2 2 2 .If a s 0 and a / 0, then the form is y x q a z q t , which is5 8 8
readily seen to be equivalent to f again.6
 2 2 .If a / 0 and a s 0, then the form is y x q a yz q t . Scaling to5 8 5
 4a s 1 and transforming via x ¬ x y it, t ¬ x q it give f after a permu-5 7
tation of variables.
It remains to consider the case a s 0. The form is now11
x 2 y q a y2 z q a yz 2 q a yzt .5 8 16
If a s 0, this is in three variables and we are done by Proposition 4.1. If16
 4  2 .not, scale to get a s 1. Then t ¬ t y a y y a z gives y x q zt , which16 5 8
is f .6
This completes Case 1.
Case 2. In this case we assume a s 1, a / 0, and a s a s a s a1 7 2 3 4 6
s a s 0.11
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5.10. LEMMA. Assume f satisfies a s 1, a / 0, and a s a s a s1 7 2 3 4
a s a s 0. Then f is equi¨ alent to a form f 9 with aX s aX s 1 and6 11 1 7
aX s aX s aX s aX s aX s 0.2 3 4 9 15
Proof. First, we can set a s 1 by scaling. Apply x ¬ x y a t, z ¬7 9
4z q a t to make a s a s 0; this keeps a s a s a s 0, but releases15 15 9 2 3 4
a and a .11 6
5.11. LEMMA. Suppose f is as f 9 in Lemma 5.10. If a / 0, then f is10
equi¨ alent to a form as in Lemma 5.2; in particular, Gf contains a form as in
Case 1.
Proof. By scaling set a s y1. Now make the transformation z ¬10
4zqt, t¬zyt . This gives a form in which a sa s1 and a sa s1 15 2 3
a s a s a s 0, that is, as required.4 7 10
We may assume then that a s 0. At various stages during this case we10
will make the following substitution, where s , s , s g k,1 3 4
 4T s x ¬ x q s y , t ¬ t q s y , z ª z q s y .s , s , s 1 4 31 3 4
It leaves the fixed coefficients the same with the exception of xy2, which
has coefficient 2 s q s2 q a s q a s . The coefficients of xyz, yzt, and1 3 13 3 14 4
yz 2 have become 2 s q a , a y s a , and s q a , respectively. We will3 13 16 4 12 1 8
make choices of the s in such a way that the coefficient a of xy2 remainsi 4
0 and some of the other coefficients become 0.
5.12. LEMMA. Suppose f is as f 9 in Lemma 5.10 with a s 0 and10
a / 0. If a / 0, then f is equi¨ alent to such a form f 9 with a s 0.12 14 14
Proof. By scaling, set a s 1. The fact that a / 0 means we can12 14
choose s and s as we wish and then choose s so that after transforming1 3 4
by T , the coefficient of xy2 is 0. By choosing s s a and s s yas , s , s 3 13 1 81 3 4
 2 .and s s s y s y a s ra , we can apply T to obtain a form in4 1 3 13 3 14 s , s , s1 3 4
 4  4which a s a s 0. Now substitute x ¬ x q a t and then t ¬ t q a z .13 8 14 14
This gives a form with a released but no other new nonzero terms and8
a s 0.14
We could proceed with this value for a but we will need to do the case13
without this restriction anyway, which we do below.
5.13. LEMMA. Suppose f g V is as in Lemma 5.10. If a s a s 013 10 14
and a / 0, then f is equi¨ alent to f .12 4
Proof. By scaling, set a s 1. Pick s s a and s s a and apply12 3 13 4 16
T to get a form in which a and a are 0. We must then choose ss , s , s 13 16 11 3 4
so that the coefficient of xy2 is 0, which we may do.
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  4  4.   4Now minor A , 1, 4 , 5, 6 s 0 gives a s 0 and minor A , 1, 4 ,f 8 f
 4.   4  4.6, 8 s 0 gives a s 0. Moreover, minor A , 1, 2 , 5, 8 s 0 gives a s6 f 5
3  2 4 ya . Now, application of x ¬ x q a y, z ¬ z y a y and then x ¬11 11 11
4 2 2 2x q a z gives x y q t z q xz . After interchanging of z and t, this be-11
comes f of Table I.4
This means that we can assume a s 0.12
5.14. LEMMA. Suppose f g V is as f 9 in Lemma 5.10. If a s a s 013 10 12
then f is equi¨ alent to a form in Case 1 or a form in three ¨ariables.
Proof. Again we distinguish between whether or not a s 0. Suppose14
it is not and set it to 1. As above we can make substitutions T withs , s , s1 3 4
s s ya , s s a , and s s ya q a2 to make a s a s 0. Now let g1 8 3 13 4 8 13 8 13
 2be a cube root of ya . Then transform by x ¬ x q g y q g z, z ¬ z y5
4 g y . This gives a s 0 as well. But then, transforming by x ¬ y, y ¬ z,5
4z ¬ x gives a form as in Case 1.
We can now assume that a s 0. For the last time, transform with14
T for appropriately chosen s . As before we can choose s s ya tos , s , s i 1 81 3 4
X 2’make a s 0. We choose s s a q a y 4a , so that the coefficient8 3 13 13 8
a of xy2 remains 0.4
The transformed coefficient aX of y2 t is a q 2 s a q s a . If a / 06 6 4 11 3 16 11
 . X Xwe can choose s s a q s a ra so that a s 0 and a / 0. Then4 6 3 16 11 6 11
  4  4. X6minor A , 1, 7 , 5, 8 s 0 gives the contradiction a s 0.f 9 11
This means we can assume a s a s 0 but a is no longer restricted to11 8 6
  4  4.0. Now minor A , 1, 4 , 10, 12 s 0 gives a s 0. If a s 0, the form isf 9 16 6
in three variables and we are done.
 4Assume not; we can then scale to a s 1. Now apply t ¬ t y a z to6 5
get a s 0. The form is now5
x 2 y q ty2 q xz2 q a xyz.13
 4Again set x ¬ y, y ¬ z, z ¬ x to get
x 2 y q y2 z q tz 2 q a xyz ,13
which is a form as in Case 1.
This finishes Case 2 completely. Thus, we have shown that all forms in
V are as listed in Table I.13
6. THE REMAINING ORBITS AND THE FINITE CASE
In this section we show that the only remaining orbits, i.e., those in
V _ V , are Gf , Gf , and Gf . We do this by counting the G-orbits in the13 1 2 3
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vector space V over the finite field F , of order q s 3a, for every a g N.q
We use estimates of the number of such points for orbits of a specific
dimension to show there are no further orbits of dimension 14 or higher.
 .We recall familiar general facts usually known as Galois cohomology ,
concerning forms which are inequivalent over F but become equivalentq
 .when viewed as forms over k. We are assuming here that G s GL 4, k ,
where k is the algebraic closure of F , and that q s 3a for some a.3
Let F: k ª k be the Frobenius map which raises elements to the qth
power, and let it act entrywise on G. The set of fixed points under F in G
 .is H s GL 4, q of order
h s q6 q4 y 1 q3 y 1 q2 y 1 q y 1 . . .  .  .
Let W be the 16-dimensional vector space of forms modulo cubics that we
have been analyzing, but now defined over F , so that V s W m k. Weq Fq
want to consider an orbit Gf, say, of the form f. We assume here that f
has coefficients fixed by F; in other words, they lie in F , which is the fixedq
field of F. For f as in Table I, they are in the ground field F . We will try3
to analyze the set Y of elements in Gf which are fixed by F, that is,
Y s Gf l W. We are using the two actions of F on G and F on V.
Let g g G. If gf has coefficients fixed by F, so does hgf for each
h g H. This means that the elements of H act on Y and form orbits under
this action. As Y : W, the cardinality of Y is finite.
Let R be the stabilizer in G of f and S its connected component. Then
RrS is finite, say of size n, so there are coset representatives t , . . . , t of1 n
S in R. We assume that q has been chosen so they are fixed by F. Assume
t , . . . , t is a complete set of representatives for the conjugacy classes of1 r
RrS. We prove the following:
6.1. THEOREM. There are exactly r orbits of H acting on Y. The orbits are
y1  .precisely Y [ Hg f , 1 F i F r, where g g G with g F g s t . Moreo¨er,i i i i i i
if R denotes the subgroup of R consisting of all elements r g R for whichi
 y1 . < < < <F t rt s r, the number of elements in Y is H r R .i i i i
Proof. We proceed in five steps.
 < y1  . 4  < y1  . 4A. Ys gf ggG, g F g gR sD gf ggG, g F g g t S .1F iF n i
 .  .Notice first that F gf s Fg f , as f has coefficients in F . It follows thatq
 . y1  . y1  . y1  .if F gf s gf , then g F g f s f , and so g F g g R so g F g s t si
y1  .for 1 F i F n and s g S. Suppose on the other hand that g F g s t si
 .for some i, 1 F i F n, and s in S; then F gf s gf. This means that all
elements in Y are of the form gf for such a g.
y1  .B. For each i, there is a g g G for which g F g s t . Lang'si i i i
theorem applies to G acting on itself as G is connected. The fixed points
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y1  .of the automorphism F are finite and so there is a g for which g F gi i i
s t .i
 < y1  . 4  .C. Hg s g g G g F g s t . If h g H, then F hg si i i
 .  .  .F h F g s hg t . To see the converse suppose g g G satisfies F g s gt .i i i i
 y1 . y1 y1 y1 y1Then F gg s gt t g s gg and so gg g H. This means that thei i i i i i
 .coset Hg is exactly the set of elements g of G for which F g s gt .i i
There is one orbit of H in Y given by Hg f.i
 .D. Suppose that g g G satisfies F g s gts with s g S and t s t fori
some i. Then Hgf s Hg f. We will show that there exists s9 g S satisfyingi
 .F gs9 s gs9t. Then Hgf s Hgs9 f s Hg f by C.i
 .  .  .  .Notice that F gs9 s F g F s9 s gtsF s9 , and so we want to find
 .s9 g S with s9t s tsF s9 or, equivalently,
ty1s9tF s9y1 s s. . .
 . y1Let a be conjugation by t acting on S by a s s tst . The condition fort t
s9 is
y1 y1
y1a s9 F s9 s s or s9a F s9 s a s . .  .  .  . .  .t t t
Ã  :  .Let G s G F . Note that since F f s f , the Frobenius map F stabi-
lizes R and so S as well. By Lang's theorem, all elements in the coset FG
Ã  < <are conjugate in G. Thus a F fixes only finitely many points indeed Ht
.points on G and so also on S. By Lang's theorem, applied to a F actingt
on S, there is such an s9.
 4E. For i, j g 1, . . . , n , we ha¨e Hg f s Hg f if and only if t S and t Si j i j
are conjugate in RrS. Suppose t and t are conjugate in RrS by ani j
 .element t s t . This means that t t s tt s for s g S. Then F g t s g t t sk i j i i i
g tt s. From D, it follows that Hg tf s Hg f. Note that g tf s g f and soi j i j i i
the H-orbits of g f and of g f are the same.j i
Suppose on the other hand that g f and g f are in the same H-orbit.i j
We may assume g f s hg f for some h g H and so gy1 hg s ts for one ofi j i j
 y1 . y1 y1the coset representatives t and s g S. Now F g hg s t g hg t andi j i i j j
 . y1so F ts s t tst . But under F, the coset tS is mapped to tS as S isi j
mapped to S and so mod S, t and t are conjugate. This means we needi j
only consider the orbits Hg f , 1 F i F r.i
F. The only remaining part is to show that the number of elements
in the orbit of g f is as indicated. The stabilizer in H of g f is exactlyi i
H l g Rgy1. But, for r g R, the conjugate g rgy1 is in H if and only if it isi i i i
y1  y1 .  . y1 y1fixed by F. This gives g rg s F g rg s g t F r t g , which is equiv-i i i i i i i i
y1 .alent to F t rt s r as given, that is, r g R .i i i
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6.2. COROLLARY. Suppose the stabilizer R splits as an extension o¨er S
  4so that we can choose the coset representati¨ es t of S in R in such ai is1, . . . , n
.way that they form a group themsel¨ es fixed by F . Then
n
y1< < < < < <Y s H rn 1r S , where S s s g S F t st s s . .  .  4 . i i i i
is1
Proof. As above, let R be the set of elements r in R satisfyingi
 y1 .F t rt s r, so that S s R l S. Suppose r g R. Write r s t s withi i i i j
 y1 .s g S. Then F t t st s t s. Because we have chosen the t to be fixed byi j i j i
 . y1F, this means t t F s t s t s. But this implies that t and t commutei j i j i j
modulo S and so commute as the t form a group. This implies s g S .i i
< < < < < <Thus, R s C S , where C is the centralizer of t S in RrS. By thei i i i i
< < < < r  < <.  < < . rtheorem, we now have Y s H  1r R s H rn is 1 i is 1
 < <. < <.. < <nr C 1r S . But nr C is the size of the conjugacy class and so thei i i
result follows.
< < < <6.3. COROLLARY. If R is finite, then Y s H .
< <Proof. S s 1 in the above.
 .  . < <6.4. COROLLARY. If R s SC S in particular if R s S , then Y sR
< < < <  .H r S where S are just the fixed points of F on S .1 1
Proof. Any t g R induces an inner automorphism on S. It follows by
Lang's theorem that Fa is conjugate to F by an element of S and so hast
the same number of fixed points as F on S.
< < 16We now add the contributions to W s q from the orbits of forms f ,i
1 F i F 3. Note that the stabilizers in G of these forms are given in
< <Section 3.2. Here h s H is as in the beginning of this section. For
l s 1, . . . , 10, we shall denote by W the set W l Gf .l l
The stabilizer of f is finite and so, by Corollary 6.3, the number of1
points in W is h.1
The stabilizer of f is Z = T , where T is a 1-dimensional torus and Z2 2 2
 .is the cyclic group of order 2 generated by the matrix diag y1, 1, 1, 1 .
 . < <  .There are two orbits, each of size hr2 q y 1 , so W s hr q y 1 .2
The stabilizer of f is connected and so the number of orbits is one and3
< <   ..the size is W s hr q q y 1 .3
Now adding the contributions for these three orbits and subtracting
from q16 give a polynomial of degree 13.
w xWe now quote a result by LW which shows that there are no more
orbits of dimension 14 or higher.
w x6.5. THEOREM LW . Let X be a d-dimensional sub¨ariety of an n-
dimensional projecti¨ e space defined o¨er F . There exists a constant cq
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depending only on X, d, and n}in fact, not on X explicitly, but on the
. <  . d < dy1r2degree of X in the projecti¨ e space with N q y q - cq .
Note that this result also works for subvarieties of affine space. For one
direction, embed the affine variety in projective space and consider the
 .  .  .closure; then N q F N9 q , where N9 q is the number of F -points ofq
 .the closure. Use the upper bound for N9 q . For the other bound, choose
an open subset O contained in the original variety. Then the number of
F -points on the closure O of O and the complement of O in O can beq
estimated, and so also on O; this gives the appropriate lower bound for
 .N q .
6.6. COROLLARY. Theorem 1.1 holds.
 .Proof. If f g V _ Gf j Gf j Gf satisfies dim Gf G 14, then, by1 2 3
 .Theorem 6.5, the number of F -points of Gf the only dense orbit of Gf isq
14 13 1r2  .at least q y cq for some constant c , which contradicts the fact that
 .the number of F -points of V _ Gf j Gf j Gf is a polynomial in q ofq 1 2 3
degree 13. This shows that there are no further orbits of dimension 14 or
higher. In particular, all other orbits lie in V . In Section 5, any form in13
V was shown to be listed in Table I.13
Our work is over the algebraic closure of F . However, arguments in3
w xGLMS show the same applies over any algebraically closed field of
characteristic 3.
6.7. The Finite Case
w xWe have used the stabilizers in Z and those given above to calculate
the number of elements in each of the nonzero H-orbits and have
included the results in Table III. The sum is q16 y 1, again showing that
all forms have been accounted for.
The H-orbits corresponding to f , f , f have been dealt with above. We1 2 3
now discuss the remaining forms individually.
The stabilizer of f is a connected 3-dimensional group with a 2-4
dimensional unipotent radical. Thus, W is a single H-orbit of size4
 2 ..hr q q y 1 .
For f there are two orbits. An element representing the second coset is5
 4given by x ¬ z ¬ x, y ¬ t ¬ y . The number of elements in the orbit
  .2 2 .corresponding to the identity is hr 2 q y 1 q . The number of elements
  . . 2 .in the orbit corresponding to the other orbit is hr 2 q q 1 q y 1 q .
This follows as the values of t and u which satisfy the relations arei i
q 2y1 q  2 . qt s 1, t s t , and u g GF q with u s u .1 2 1 1 2 1
  .2 ..There is one orbit for f containing hr q q y 1 q q 1 where the6
 .denominator is the order of GL 2, q .
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TABLE III
16 .  4Sizes of GL 4, q -Orbits in F _ 0q
< <  .i W as a sum of GL 4, q -Orbit Sizesi
1 hr120 q hr12 q hr6 q hr4 q hr5 q hr8 q hr6
  ..2 2 = hr 2 q y 1
 .3 hrq q y 1
2  ..4 hr q q y 1
2 2 2 2  . .   . .5 hr 2 q y 1 q q hr 2 q y 1 q
2  .  ..6 hr q q y 1 q q 1
2 3 3 2  . .   . .7 hr 2 q y 1 q q hr 2 q q y 1
3 3 2 3 2 3  . .   .  . .   . . .8 hr 6 q y 1 q q hr 2 q y 1 q q 1 q q hr 3 q q q q 1 q y 1 q
2 5 . .9 hr q y 1 q
3 6 .  ..10 hr q y 1 q q q 1
 4There are two orbits for f . The second is given by y ¬ z ¬ y . The7
  .2 3.number in the first is hr 2 q y 1 q . The number in the second is
 3 . ..hr 2 q q y 1 q q 1 . This follows as the elements in S acting in the
q 2y1  .  2 .appropriate manner are given by t s 1, u g GF q , u g GF q2 1 2
qq1 y1  .qand the relations t s t , u s t u .2 1 3 2 2
The remaining forms are in three variables. There are three orbits for f8
as in the case of three variables. The contribution of the identity is
  .3 3.hr 6 q y 1 q . The contributions from the involution and the 3-cycle are
  .2 . 3.   2 . . 3.hr 2 q y 1 q q 1 q and hr 3 q q q q 1 q y 1 q , respectively.
The remaining forms, f and f , each have just one orbit, of sizes9 10
 .2 5.  .3 6 ..hr q y 1 q and hr q y 1 q q q 1 , respectively.
6.8. Summary
6 4 . 3 . 2 . .See Table III, where h s q q y 1 q y 1 q y 1 q y 1 , for a sum-
mary.
APPENDIX: THE THREE-VARIABLES CASE
In this appendix we show that any form in three variables modulo the
cubics is equivalent to xyz, x 2 y q xz2, or x 2 y. Using the notation intro-
duced earlier we may assume that f is
a x 2 y q a x 2 z q a xy2 q a y2 z q a xz2 q a yz 2 q a xyz.1 2 4 5 7 8 13
If all coefficients are 0 except a , we are done. This means that one of the13
other terms is not 0 and we may assume a / 0 and by scaling assume1
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 4a s 1. Now set y ¬ y y a z to get an equivalent form with a s 0. We1 2 2
now divide the proof into two cases depending on whether or not a s 0.7
 4Case 1. a s 0. Now set x ¬ x q s y q s z . Let s s a and s be a7 2 3 2 4 3
root of X 2 q a q Xa . The resulting form has a s a s 0.8 13 4 8
If a s 0, the form is x 2 y q a y2 z. If a s 0, this is x 2 y, which is on13 5 5
2 2  2 .the list. Otherwise scale to get x y q zy . This is y x q yz ; interchang-
ing variables gives xz2 q x 2 y, which is on the list.
If a / 0, scale to get a s 1. The resulting form is x 2 y q a y2 z q xyz.13 13 5
 4Transforming xyz by x ¬ x q a y, z ¬ z q x y a y gives this form.5 5
Case 2. a / 0. Scale to get a s 1. Now transform this by x ¬ x y7 7
4 2s y, z ¬ z y s y . Set s s a and s a root of X q s q a y Xa to get1 3 1 8 3 1 4 13
a s a s 0. The form is now x 2 y q xz2 q a y2 z q a xyz. If a s 0, this4 8 5 13 5
 4is Case 1 with the variables permuted according to z ¬ x ¬ y ¬ z . If not
it can be scaled to give a s 1. If a s 0, this is x 2 y q y2 z q xz2. Now5 13
2 2  4  4transform x y q xz by x ¬ x q z y y and then by z ¬ z y y to get
x 2 y q y2 z q sz 2.
Assume then that a / 0. The form is now x 2 y q xz2 q y2 z q a xyz.13 13
Let a, b, c be the three distinct roots of X 3 y g X y 1, where g / 0. Now
transform the form xyz by x ¬ abx q ay q z, y ¬ bcx q by q z, z ¬ cax
2 2 24  .’q cy q z to get the form yg x y q y z q xz q g xyz . By choosing g
appropriately these are then all equivalent. This transformation is found as
in Section 5 by finding a linear transformation which under conjugation
transforms the Lie algebras for the centralizers of the forms. The coeffi-
cients for the transformed xyz are obtained using the facts that abc s 1,
a q b q c s 0, ab q ac q bc s yg and also that ab2 q bc2 q ca2 s
’"g g . All but the last follow immediately because a, b, c are the roots of
the equation X 3 y g X y 1. The last follows because ab2 q bc2 q ca2 and
ac2 q ba2 q cb2 are the two roots of X 2 y g 3. The sum of these terms, 0,
3  3can be found from computing the coefficient of X in X y
.2 3g X y 1 . The product yg , can be evaluated using the expressions
above.
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